
DELHI GANG RAPE 
CASE CONCLUSION 



Current Affair 

■ Moving towards final conclusion 
■ May be awarded with death sentence 



Status

■ Union Home Ministry forwarded 
recommendation to the President 

■ Delhi Additional Sessions judge will hear the 
convicts

■ SC earlier rejected review pleas
■ Long process before execution 



Avenues available to a death-row 
convict

■ Confirmation by HC
■ Review petition 
■ Curative petition 



SC view on death penalty



■ State of Punjab vs Mithu case 1983 - In 
this case, the SC ruled that the mandatory 
death penalty is unconstitutional.

■ State of Punjab vs Dalbir Singh 2012 -
In this case, the SC ruled that mandatory 
death penalty as punishment for crimes 
under Section 27 (3) of the Arms Act, 1959, 
was unconstitutional.



Government and SC stance
■ The central government has consistently 

maintained it would keep the death penalty 
in the statute books to act as a deterrent, and 
for those who are a threat to society.

■ The SC too has upheld the constitutional 
validity of capital punishment in “rarest of 
rare” cases and the courts should render 
“special reasons” while sending a person to 
the gallows.



What is a “rarest of rare” case?

■ The principles of what would constitute the “rarest of 
rare” were laid down by the SC in the landmark 
judgment in ‘Bachan Singh’.

■ While it was left completely to the court’s discretion to 
reach this conclusion, the SC did lay down the principle 
of weighing aggravating and mitigating circumstances.



What are the prime questions???
■ Is there something uncommon about the 

crime which renders the sentence of 
imprisonment for life inadequate and calls 
for a death sentence?

■ Are there circumstances of the crime such 
that there is no alternative but to impose the 
death sentence even after according 
maximum weightage to the mitigating 
circumstances which speak in favour of the 
offenders?




